
By order of King Croban: the material here-in is declared forbidden for
inciting subversion of acceptable roles, encouraging free thinking, and
unacceptable nicknames uncomplimentary to the crown. Report all
beautiful sorceresses to the crown immediately. Do not engage in combat
alone. 

Threatened with marriage to a wife killing lord and abandoned by her twin
brother after the death of their elderly master, Adelaide escapes to King
Croban’s court, taking her brother’s place as a recruit to the king’s castle
guard. 

Her plan backfires when Master Lothar, charged with training pages and
squires for the kings finds her incompetent and unready to serve. In a
fury, he orders her to bring him the head of the dragon who has kept a
beautiful lady prisoner in his castle lair. Or be sent back to her step-father
in chains. 

Scared, and disheartened, Adelaide arms herself with castaway armor and
weapons and rides for the Dragon’s Castle. What lies for her beyond the
gates is much more than fire and scales. It might even be the answers to
the prayers she no longer dares utter. Or it could destroy her completely. 

Read this first installment in an exciting new 6+ book YA series by Mustang
Rabbit. 

Forced to marry a wife-killing lord, Adelaide knows only one escape. But
disguising herself as her brother comes at a price.

When the unskilled Adelaide is summoned to court to serve as a page, the
weapon’s master’s fury soon finds her. Wanting her to fail, he sends her on
a quest to slay the dragon that’s taunted the court for far too long.

Afraid of being found out, Adelaide rides for the dragon’s castle. But what
lies beyond the gates is so much more than fire and scales. It could mean
her ultimate freedom…

…if only she faces her demons.

Is Adelaide ready to become her own person? Or will the journey within
completely destroy her?

Find out in this first book in an exciting new YA fantasy series by Mustang
Rabbit. Grab your copy today.
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With stability just barely under her feet, Adelaide hopes for peace after
the events of Adelaide and the Dragon Castle. Alas, it’s not to be. Asked by
someone she can’t refuse, she travels south with her cat, Kitty. The lid is
already boiling on the proverbial pot of the southern sea islands, ready to
splash an anyone naive enough to stumble in its way.

Can Adelaide use her wits to navigate the web of intrigue or will the sharp
side of her tongue get her and Kitty killed? With drunk wizards, angry
pirates, and the looming threat of an expanding city state, Adelaide needs
every bit of skill that she’s picked up. Failure to negotiate her way through
means abandonment or death. Success will come at her own hands.
Salvation is coming for no one.

Join Adelaide as she hangs on to her cat and her determination in this
second installment of this YA fantasy series by Mustang Rabbit. Grab your
copy today!

Finally safe and settled, Adelaide is determined to win a dragon’s egg.

But just when she’s about to lose herself in her studies and preparations,
she’s made to leave the safe haven she’s created.

Forced to navigate drunken wizards, angry pirates, and the various
powers that be, Adelaide has only her wits and brazenness, and her cat
Kitty, to rely on.

Will it get her what she wants? And, more importantly…

…will it be sufficient to keep her and Kitty alive long enough to find their
way back home?

Join Adelaide as she hangs on to sheer determination, and her cat, in her
latest adventure and grab the second book in this exciting YA fantasy
series today!
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Something is in the water. Watching. But sparks are flying on land.
Exploring the unseen threat isn’t something Adelaide is prepared to do.
Until it comes for her. When gods, pirates, and the unknown conspire to
collide, resistance is futile.

Or is it?

Join Adelaide on this third adventure as she lies, connives, and consoles
her way through powerful allies and enemies. Grab your copy today!

Desperate for the dust to settle, Adelaide is busy picking up the pieces of
her last adventure. If only the trickster god who started stalking her would
make himself useful.

But when she’s abducted by powerful merfolk, those pieces no longer
matter. Instead, she’s dragged away and made to face her dangerous
past.

Caught up in a game that only knows losers, Adelaide quickly needs to
learn that you don’t always get to choose your responsibilities. And that
when your enemies conspire to collide with your allies, resistance is
futile…

…until it becomes a matter of life and death.

Will Adelaide be able to lie, connive, and console her way through yet
another adventure? Or will this one be her last?

Grab the third book in this exciting YA fantasy series and find out!
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